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The US Gear Industry Outlook
ihsmarkit.com
2017
Optimism and investment are still growing, but more cautiously than a few months ago. Many policy
questions have yet to be answered. Trade issues need to be resolved.

2018
Good opportunity for another healthy increase in the gear industry. Investment growing, weaker US
dollar, stronger rest of world growth,
favorable policies…hopefully.
2019

Look for growth in manufacturing, machinery and gears to slow.
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The US economy on a solid growth path
• Real GDP growth picked up from an annual rate of 1.2% in the first quarter to
3.0% in the second quarter as consumer spending accelerated.
• Hurricanes Harvey and Irma have disrupted economic activity in the third
quarter, but recovery and rebuilding will boost growth in subsequent quarters.
• Consumer spending continues to drive US economic growth, supported by
rising employment, real incomes, and household wealth.
• Business fixed investment will benefit from strengthening global markets and
an easing of regulatory policies, although commercial building is slowing.
• Increasing demand, low inventories of homes for sale, and rising prices will
encourage more homebuilding, even as interest rates rise.
• The Federal Reserve will gradually raise interest rates (taking the federal funds
rate to 3% in late 2019) and reduce its asset holdings.
• The economy’s long-term potential growth rate is near 2%.
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Gear Markets Bottom Line
• The news remains positive, but driving gear markets do not

seem to be as robust as originally thought as we had in April.

• Monthly AGMA historical bookings and shipments numbers

were surprisingly fast during spring 2017. There is a chance
they will be revised downward, because industrial sectors,
while growing at a healthy rate, don’t support rapid growth.

• Strongest markets in 2018 will be in the energy and mining

sectors as well as power equipment and industrial machinery.
Weakest markets will be agricultural machinery and railroad
equipment.

• Gear trade is changing with the help of a weaker US dollar and

stronger rest of world economic growth. Year to date through
June exports are up 5.5% and imports are flat.

• Investment continues to improve look for shipments to be up

12% this year, 9% in 2018 and 4% in 2019.
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Where are we, where are we going, and will
it get worse or better for buyers?
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A list of the trade actions
• US – Section 232 on steel and aluminum
> In place.

No end date

• US – Section 301 on various products from China
> Some in place, more pending.

No end date.

• Chinese retaliation against USA for Section 301
> Some in place, more pending.

End date probably mirrors USA.

• European Union – Steel safeguard tariffs
> In place
> Expire on February 4, 2019

• United States – Section 232 on motor vehicles
> Not in place (speculative)

• United States – Sanctions on RUSAL
> Announced, delayed; uncertain
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Key assumptions underpinning our price outlook
• Section 232 on steel remains in place through all of 2019
> Goes away at the start of 2021
– We assume it is in place in 2019, not in 2028
– Picked 2021 as the removal because it is the end of our short term
– NOT related to presidential election, just unfortunate coincidence

• Section 232 on autos does not happen
> But don’t be shocked if we are wrong and it is imposed

• Section 301 getting the final $267 billion ($517B total) is looking
more likely
> We will not speculate on the rate
> Timing probably early 2019
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Business Intelligence
& The Monthly Market
Trend Report (MMTR)

I A N S T R I N GE R - A M T
OX A N A S I D O R - S U M I TO M O

Topics for Today

•MMTR Mechanics
•MMTR Use Cases
•Other Tools

Performance Monitoring
Data for Industry Forecasts

